The "ribose zipper", an important element of RNA tertiary structure, is characterized by consecutive hydrogen-bonding interactions between ribose 2 0 -hydroxyls from different regions of an RNA chain or between RNA chains. These tertiary contacts have previously been observed to also involve base -backbone and base -base interactions (A-minor type). We searched for ribose zipper tertiary interactions in the crystal structures of the large ribosomal subunit RNAs of Haloarcula marismortui and Deinococcus radiodurans, and the small ribosomal subunit RNA of Thermus thermophilus and identified a total of 97 ribose zippers. Of these, 20 were found in T. thermophilus 16 S rRNA, 44 in H. marismortui 23 S rRNA (plus 2 bridging 5 S and 23 S rRNAs) and 30 in D. radiodurans 23 S rRNA (plus 1 bridging 5 S and 23 S rRNAs). These were analyzed in terms of sequence conservation, structural conservation and stability, location in secondary structure, and phylogenetic conservation.
Introduction
The tertiary interactions responsible for the folding, stability, and maintenance of RNA threedimensional structure 1 appear to be limited to a small number of general classes including: coaxial helical stacks, 2 kissing hairpins, 3 tetraloopreceptor interactions, 4 A-minor motifs, 5 pseudoknots, 6 loop -loop interactions such as found in tRNA, 2 and ribose zippers. 4 The ribose zipper was first recognized as an intermolecular interaction in hammerhead ribozyme crystals 7 and two intramolecular tertiary interactions in the crystal structure of the P4 -P6 domain of the group I intron. 4 One ribose zipper mediates the interaction between an adenosine rich bulge and the P4 stem and the other mediates the interaction between the GAAA tetraloop and tetraloop receptor ( Figure  1 ). In these ribose zippers, two consecutive residues from one chain segment interact in an antiparallel fashion with two consecutive residues from another chain segment distant in sequence but close in three dimensions. The backbones of these chain segments interact through hydrogen bonding between the ribose 2 0 -hydroxyl groups of the two chain segments (O2 0 -O2 0 ), and with minor groove atoms of a base on the opposite chain segment (e.g. O2 0 -N3A). Base triples were also observed in these examples between the residues of the ribose zippers and their Watson-Crick paired partners. Experimental studies in which the ribose 2 0 -hydroxyls of the ribose zippers are replaced by deoxyribose or 2 0 -O-methyl groups suggested that the backbone-backbone and backbone -base hydrogen bonds contribute only about 2 kcal mol 21 total in stabilization energy to the tertiary interaction, 8 whereas stacking of the base triples contributed a significantly greater stabilization energy. 9 Here, we define a ribose zipper (RZ) as an RNA tertiary interaction, between two distinct chain segments or between two different chains, in which at least two consecutive residues form hydrogen bonds between their ribose 2 0 -hydroxyl groups bridging the chain segments (see Materials and Methods). In order to understand this motif from a structural, functional, and evolutionary viewpoint, we have searched for RZs in the three-dimensional crystal structures of the large ribosomal subunits of Haloarcula marismortui and Deinococcus radiodurans and the small ribosomal subunit of Thermus thermophilus. We have classified the observed RZs in these rRNAs, characterized their structural and sequence preferences, interactions with ribosomal proteins, and distribution within the ribosomal RNA.
Although ribose zippers were predicted to be pervasive within many biological RNAs to stabilize tertiary folding, it was not evident from these two examples that there may be sequence specificity for this interaction that could be useful for prediction. 1 We find that in both 16 S and 23 S rRNA there is a structurally determined sequence specificity, that there is also a strong specificity for the ribose zipper to link double helical stem regions with loop regions, and that the sequences of the RZs in 16 S rRNA are more highly conserved compared to the average sequence conservation of all residues in prokaryotic 16 S rRNA as found in the Ribosomal Database Project Release 8.1. 10 We also find evidence of covariant conservation of the RZ sequences in 16 S rRNA, suggesting that RZmediated tertiary interactions are preserved in evolution. We have also analyzed the interactions between ribose zippers and ribosomal proteins in the small ribosomal subunit of T. thermophilus, and the large ribosomal subunit of H. marismortui.
Results
We have searched for ribose zippers in the large subunit ribosomal RNAs from H. marismortui and D. radiodurans and the small subunit ribosomal RNA of T. thermophilus using the general condition of hydrogen bonding between at least two consecutive ribose 2 0 -hydroxyls in different chain segments or different chains (see Materials and Methods).
In the H. marismortui large ribosomal subunit, we find 44 RZs in 23 S rRNA and two RZs between 23 S and 5 S rRNA. Likewise, in the D. radiodurans large ribosomal subunit, we find 30 RZs in 23 S rRNA, and one RZ between 23 S and 5 S rRNA. Of the 30 RZs in 23 S, 22 are common to H. marismortui rRNA as is one of the two interchain RZs between 5 S and 23 S rRNA. In the T. thermophilus small ribosomal subunit, we find 20 0 -ends residues also form minor groove hydrogen bonds to either the N3 atom of a purine (G110, A152) or the O2 atom of a pyrimidine (C109, C223) of the 5 0 -end residues on the opposite chain segment.
RZs in the 16 S RNA. Thus, we find a total of 97 RZs in these three ribosomal subunits, 23 of which are common to both large subunit ribosomal RNA structures. These results are detailed in Table 1 .
Some generalizations can be made about these RZs: (1) in both small and large subunit ribosomal RNAs, the orientation of the two chain segments linked by the RZ is always antiparallel (no parallel RZs are observed); (2) only one ribose zipper was found to extend for more than two consecutive residues. The single exception of three consecutive riboses bridging two chain segments (discussed below) may be considered as two overlapping RZs. These findings add length and orientation constraints to our understanding of RZs.
Beyond these generalities based on the RZ backbone-backbone interactions (O2 0 -O2 0 ), we are also able to classify the observed examples into a limited number of types according to their base -backbone interactions.
Types of ribose zippers
We define 11 possible types of ribose zippers according to their base-backbone hydrogen-bonding pattern as shown in Figure 2 (a). Only seven of these types are observed in our database. All of these have two consecutive O2 0 -O2 0 hydrogen bonds between the chain segments and the orientation of the chain segments of all observed RZs is antiparallel. These types are explained below.
1. Canonical RZ. Two base-backbone hydrogen bonds between the N3 atom of a purine or the O2 atom of a pyrimidine at the 5 0 end on one side and the O2 0 of the 3 0 end on the other side. This is the same hydrogen-bonding pattern for ribose -ribose and base -ribose interactions found in the group I intron. 4 2. Cis RZ. The base -ribose interactions are between the 5 0 base and 3 0 ribose and between the 3 0 base and 5 0 ribose: consequently the two bases and the two riboses of ribose -base hydrogen bond pairs are on the same side of ribose zipper. 3. Reverse RZ. Two base -backbone hydrogen bonds between a purine N3 or a pyrimidine O2 at the 3 0 end on one side and the O2 In T. thermophilus 16 S rRNA we find five types of RZs: the canonical RZ, the cis RZ, the pseudo cis RZ, the single RZ, and the naked RZ. In H. marismortui 23 S rRNA there are four types of RZs: the canonical RZ, the single RZ, the reverse single base RZ, and the naked RZ. Finally, in D. radiodurans 23 S rRNA we find five types of RZs: the canonical RZ, the pseudo cis RZ, the single RZ, the pseudo single RZ, and the naked RZ. The other RZ types defined above are not observed in the ribosomal RNAs. Molecular model building indicates that all of the proposed types of ribose zippers are sterically feasible, even those we do not observe. Their absence may be coincidental or reflect small energy differences of preferred folding pathways. 11 A summary of the number of interacting secondary structural elements mediated by RZs in the small 
Location and distribution of ribose zippers
a Assigned name for each ribose zipper. b Residue types and numbers found in ribose zippers at the corresponding locations of s5 0 , s3 0 15 0 , and 13 0 (Figure 2(b) ). The residue number of each RNA residue is the same as those in the corresponding PDB file. The sequence of T. thermophilus ribosomal RNA in the original PDB file are numbered according to those of E. coli, however, we treated residues 1168 and 1169 of 11S in the original PDB file (1FJF) as 1169 and 1170, respectively, in the E. coli sequence to adjust a gap between these sequence numbers. For the interchain interaction between 23 S and 5 S rRNA, the first two residues are in 23 S rRNA and the second two are in 5 S rRNA.
c Interacting secondary structure elements mediated by the ribose zipper. In this column, S represent stem, I represents internal loop, E represents external loop, and J represents junction loop. d Domains where the ribose zipper is located are presented. If the ribose zipper mediates an inter-domain interaction, the two domains are connected by a horizontal bar in the column. e The first two letters indicate the residue type in the 5 0 to 3 0 direction of the stem or stem-like side (residues at 5 0 to 3 0 in Figure 2 (b), respectively) and the residue types following the slash refer to the 5 0 to 3 0 sequence on the loop-side (residues at 15 0 and 13 0 in Figure 2 (b), respectively). For the interchain interaction between 23 S and 5 S rRNA, residues to the left of the slash are found in 23 S rRNA and to the right in 5 S rRNA.
f Base pair residues for each position s3 0 , s5 0 , 15 0 , and 13 0 are shown. Underlined residues form non-canonical base pairs. g Proteins, which interact with ribose zipper residues and with base paired residues of the ribose zipper (with parentheses), are listed. An underlined protein bridges a stem or stem-like segment and a loop segment of the ribose zipper.
h Additional information for each ribose zipper.
and large ribosomal RNAs is available as supplementary information (Supplementary Table 1) . Out of the 20 RZs in 16 S rRNA and 52 (44 in H. marismortui and eight additional in D. radiodurans ) RZs in 23 S rRNA, 15 (75.0%) and 34 (65.4%), respectively, are found in intradomain interactions. Therefore, ribose zippers primarily mediate tertiary interactions between segments within the same domain. However, the interdomain interaction ratios are high in domain IV of 16 S rRNA as well as domains V and VI of 23 S rRNA. In domain V of 23 S rRNA, there are a large number of interdomain interactions with domain II (6) relative to the total number of RZs (10) in the domain. A summary of the RZs within and between each domain of the small and large ribosomal subunits is given as supplementary information (Supplementary Table 2 ).
We describe RZs using the terminology shown in Figure 2 0 , s3 0 , 15 0 , and 13 0 as rectangles, circles, crosses and triangles, respectively, in canonical RZs mediating stemloop (black) and loop -loop (red) interactions. The gray-colored vertical and horizontal areas correspond to the distribution of either u or h for these nucleotides and the intersection of these areas corresponds to the pseudotorsion angles of the typical helical structure. 12 For the stem -loop and looploop cases, u of the 5 0 residues and h of the 3 0 residues are confined to helical values. On the other hand, pseudotorsion angles for flexible linkers between the RZ and adjacent regions (u of the 3 0 residues and h of the 5 0 residues) show a distribution of values. Except for the pseudo cis RZ, pseudotorsion angles for non-canonical RZs are distributed in the same way as in the canonical RZs (plots in Supplementary Figure 2) . 
The canonical ribose zipper
There are a total of 40 canonical RZs in the 16 S and 23 S ribosomal RNAs, 30 (75.5%) of which are involved in stem -loop interactions. There are ten loop -loop interactions observed, however, in each of these, residues from one of the loop segments participate in non-canonical base-pairing. This loop segment is therefore referred to as the "stem-like" side.
Sequence specificity of canonical ribose zippers in ribosomal RNA Table 2 shows the residue identities for the canonical ribose zippers found in 16 S and 23 S rRNA, respectively. The left side corresponds to the residues on the stem or stem-like side and the right side corresponds to the residues in a loop. An asterisk ( p ) indicates that any residue (A, U, G, or C) can occupy that position. The order of the residues on both sides of the RZ is 5 0 to 3 0 separated by a slash, where the interacting residues are between the 5 0 end and 3 0 end residues (i.e. s5 0 of G. This type of base triple has been previously described as a type I A-minor motif. 5 In the upper layer of nine of the 13 CC/AA canonical RZs in H. marismortui 23 S rRNA (69.2%), we find that there is a water molecule in the minor groove of the CG base-pair (i.e. 6L in Figure 5 (d)) and this water makes hydrogen bonds bridging the N1 of A and the N2 and N3 of G, thus forming a water-mediated base triple for the nine RZs. This type of triple (without bridging water molecules indicated) was previously described as a type II A-minor motif. Figure 1) . Thus, the flexibility in formation of water-mediated base triples explains why there is less sequence specificity observed and less energetic differences between sequences forming the type II A-minor motif. 9 There are three other p p / p A pattern RZs (Supplementary Figure 1) . Interestingly, in the p U/GA type upper layer Sequence and Structural Conservation in RNA Ribose Zippers Fig. 2(b) , respectively) and the residue types following the slash refer to the 5 0 to 3 0 sequence on the loop side (residues at 15 0 and 13 0 in Fig. 2(b) , respectively). An asterisk ( p ) indicates that any residue (A, U, G, or C) can occupy that position. b Interacting secondary structural elements: S represents stem, I represents internal loop, E represents external loop, and J represents junction loop. c Total number of ribose zippers mediating the corresponding secondary structural elements. d Sum of the corresponding columns.
pattern, there is also a direct hydrogen bond between N6G and O2U and this pattern is energetically favorable. 
The cis-ribose zipper
We find three (all CG/AA) cis-RZs in 16 S rRNA mediating stem -loop interactions and one cis-RZ (CC/AA) in 23 S rRNA mediating a loop -loop interaction. Figure 6(a) shows a cartoon of the cis-ribose zipper c3S. The loop-side base stacking (A1518-A1519) is inclined at about 458 to the stemside base stacking direction even though there are adenosines on the loop-side.
For the helical base-pairs C1352-G1370 and G1353-C1369, each side of the helix forms a cis-RZ with opposite sides of the same internal loop (c1S, c2S, Figure 6 (b)) resulting in an antiparallel double ribose zipper that mediates the same stem -loop interaction. The loop-side bases of c1S and c2S are stacked on each other with the direction of this stacking at almost right angles to that of the bases on the stem-sides making it possible to form this packed structure.
The single base ribose zipper
There are a total of 16 single base ribose zippers in 16 S and 23 S rRNA and 11 of these (68.8%) are stem -loop interactions. In each of the four looploop interactions one of the loop segments is basepaired and forms a stem-like structure. However in s1L, these pairings are non-Watson -Crick and Table 3 ).
There are two types of single base RZs: one with a base -backbone hydrogen bond in the upper layer (Type A) and the other with a base -backbone hydrogen bond in the lower layer (Type B) ( Figure  2(d) ). Ten Type A and five Type B (see Table 1 ) examples of single base RZs are observed. Except for s2S, all residue patterns are of the p p / p A type, where the adenosine in the lower layer interacts with the minor groove through a type I A-minor motif.
In the Type A single base RZ, the 5 0 stem base (s5 0 ) of the lower layer is rotated so that the hydrogen bond between O2 0 and the base cannot be formed. Even though this base -backbone hydrogen bond is missing in the lower layer, base triples or water-mediated base triples still form an A-minor motif in most cases. A unique case is s1L (Figure 7(a) ) where non-Watson -Crick base-paired residues of the "loop" segment interact with a fourth segment of the same junction loop by a canonical RZ 4L to form a parallel type double ribose zipper motif (Figure 2(c) ). The residues base-paired to the stem-side of s3S form a canonical RZ (5 S) with residues from the same junction loop as the loop-side residues of s3S, resulting in an antiparallel double ribose zipper.
In the Type B single base RZs, the loop-side always follows the p p /GA sequence pattern (see Table 1 ). An interesting antiparallel double RZ is formed when A2776, which is a part of RZ 28L, is inserted into s11L, and these two RZs mediate a common stem -loop interaction (Figure 7(b) ). We observed only one RZ example of three consecutive O2 0 -O2 0 hydrogen bonds. We classify this interaction as an "overlapping" double RZ, where the shared nucleotide G1405 serves as the s5 0 and s3 0 residue for s4S and 3S, respectively, and the shared nucleotide A1518 serves as the 13 0 and 15 0 residue for s4S and 3S, respectively (Figure 7(c) ). In this case, the stacking direction of the loop-side is also inclined at approximately 458 to the stem-side base stacking direction. This overlapping RZ is located at the A-site of 16 S rRNA. Single mutations of the residues of the RZs from the Ribosomal RNA Mutation Database † are summarized in supplementary information. Aminoglycoside antibiotics such as paromomycin, neomycin and gentamicin target this highly conserved decoding region.
13,14
The reverse single ribose zipper
We have identified only one member of this class, rs1L, which mediates a stem-loop interaction. Hydrogen bonds between the base and backbone occur only in the lower layer (Type B), while in the upper layer, there are multiple base interactions.
The naked ribose zipper
There are two naked ribose zippers that meditate stem -loop interactions. Residues of the loop-side segments also form Watson -Crick or non-WatsonCrick base-pairs, however, the direction of loopside base-pair stacking is almost perpendicular to that of stem-side base stacking.
The RZ n1L is involved in a complex with the canonical ribose zipper 14L forming an antiparallel double ribose zipper where one non-canonical base-pair (C931-A1294) is shared by the RZs. The absence of the structural constraints of base -base and base -backbone interactions in naked ribose zippers allows formation of these complex double RZ structures.
The pseudo cis ribose zipper
We find only one instance (pc1S) of this class in Domain I of the 16 S rRNA (Table 1 and Supplementary Figure 4 ). This zipper mediates the interaction between residues in the same junction loop. The pseudotorsion angles of the stem-side residues are distributed in the helical structure region. However, those of loop-side residues are not in the helical region (Supplementary Figure 2) .
Interchain interaction
In the large subunit ribosomal RNAs, we find a canonical RZ, Inter_1L (AG/AC), and a naked ribose zipper, Inter_n1L (AA/CA), between an internal loop of the 23 S chain and the internal loop E of 5 S rRNA, forming an antiparallel double ribose zipper. The non-Watson -Crick paired bases A80 and G102 of 5 S rRNA loop E are part of Inter_1L and Inter_n1L, respectively, and the nonWatson-Crick paired bases A955 and A1012 of 23 S rRNA (stem 38) are also part of Inter_1L and Inter_n1L, respectively. Thus, these two RZ complexes mediate the interaction between the two stem-like structures: 5 S rRNA loop E and 23 S rRNA stem 38 (Figure 8(a) ). Figure 9 shows sequence logos of 16 S ribosomal RNA using all aligned prokaryotic sequences (16, 277 ) from positions 323 to 346 and 1422 to 1445 for the canonical RZ 3S and from 389 to 412 and 610 to 633 for the canonical RZ 4S. The sequence logo bit scores for canonical RZs in 16 S rRNA using all prokaryotic sequences are much higher than the average value of 1.33 over all the residues except for RZs 2S, 5S, 10S, and 12S (summarized in Supplementary Information, Table 4 ). These results suggest that the sequences of RZs are strongly conserved under evolutionary pressure to preserve the RZ tertiary interactions. The average bit scores for sequences on the loop-side are slightly higher than those of the stem or stem-like side. This phenomenon suggests that while the stem may co-vary in sequence, the loop residues are subject to additional evolutionary influences beyond formation of a canonical RZ triple. This may be due to the flexibility and different types of RZs that can be formed using structural water molecules. Figure 10 (a) -(c) shows sequence logos corresponding to 12S from 1316 to 1335 and 1259 to 1278 using (a) all prokaryotic sequences, (b) only the archaeal sequences, and (c) only bacterial sequences. Among archaeal sequences, CC/AA is the major pattern for the 12S sequence position. The bit scores of the residues are 1.83, 1.86, 1.42, and 1.98, respectively, which are higher than the average value of the total sequence in archaea (1.29) . This shows that the CC/AA sequence of 12S is highly conserved within archaea. On the other hand, CU/GA is the major pattern among the bacterial sequences (Figure 11 Sequence and Structural Conservation in RNA Ribose Zippers patterns, respectively, the difference of the major sequence patterns in the upper layer of the 12S RZ between archaea (C -A) and bacteria (U -G) (Figure 10(b) and (c)) may be the result of co-evolution of the RZ residues even though these residues are distant from each other in the primary and secondary structure. Consequently, this means that the RZ mediating a tertiary interaction is conserved between kingdoms through covariation. However, the bit score of the 3 0 stem residue of 12S within bacterial sequences is still small. Table 3 shows the total bit scores and the individual contributions (information content) of each base, the number of examples, and the percentages of the 3 0 stem residue of 12S (1326) when the sequence logo is built under conditions where the corresponding loop-side (loop 5 0 , 1268) is G, A or any residue. Within sequences where residue 1268 is G, the information content and the percentage of U (0.973, 82.06%) is higher and the information content and percentage of C (0.169, 14.21%) is lower than those of the total bacterial sequences (0.606, 69.97% and 0.214, 24.67%, respectively). On the other hand, within sequences where residue 1268 is A, the contribution content and percentage of U (0.219, 32.46%) is lower and the contribution content and percentage of C (0.404, 59.95%) is higher than that of the total bacterial sequence set.
Phylogenetic conservation in 16 S rRNA
The average values of each position for cis RZs, pseudo cis RZs, and naked RZs are also much higher than 1.33 (average value of all 16 S residues) (Supplementary Table 4 ). In the single ribose zipper, the loop-side residues are highly conserved, but the stem-side residues are more variable. This was also observed for the canonical RZs as discussed above.
Protein interactions with ribosomal ribose zippers
Out of a total of 66 ribose zippers in the small ribosomal subunit of T. thermophilus, and the large ribosomal subunit of H. marismortui, 43 ribose zippers (65.2%) interact with ribosomal proteins. This is especially true for canonical RZs, where 30 (75.0%) of the 40 form hydrogen bonds between the RNA backbone atoms and residues of a neighboring protein or several proteins (see Table 1 ). Arginine and lysine are the most common protein residues for hydrogen bonding to the ribose zipper backbone, thus providing charge neutralization. As judged from the structure of the large ribosomal subunit, water-mediated RNA -protein hydrogen bonds are much more frequently observed than direct hydrogen bonds. There are also a few cases in which nucleotide base atoms are used for hydrogen bonding with protein.
In several T. thermophilus small subunit ribosomal proteins, there are extended regions involved in ribosomal RNA interaction. 15 Canonical ribose zippers 1S, 4S and 6S interact with extended regions of T. thermophilus small subunit ribosomal proteins S5, S4 and S12, respectively (Table 1) , and are clustered near the tRNA and mRNA binding sites. 15 In addition to a role in the functional sites of the small subunit, protein-RZ interactions may be important in the ribosomal assembly process. Three of the six proteins identified as primary binders 16 (able to bind naked 16 S rRNA), S 4, S 7 and S 20, also contact ribose zippers (Table 1 ) and may initiate folding and compaction of the RNA by stabilization of these long-range tertiary interactions. S 4 and S 7 specifically have Figure 9 . Sequence logos (a) for the 3S RZ from residues 323 to 346 and 1422 to 1455 and (b) for the 4S canonical RZ from 389 to 412 and 610 to 633 of T. thermophilus small ribosomal RNA. The sequence numbers referred to are those of E. coli. A higher bit score (information content) indicates a greater degree of sequence conservation at that position. A bit score of 2.0 is the maximum, meaning the residue is completely conserved. The bit scores of residues in these RZs have high values even if those of neighboring sequences are low. These sequence logos were constructed by using 16,277 prokaryotic aligned sequences (1173 archaeal and 15,104 bacterial 16 S rRNA sequences) from the Ribosomal Database Project Release 8.1. The residues of the RZ are underlined in bold red.
been proposed to nucleate assembly of the body and head of the 30 S subunit. 17 In canonical RZs of the large subunit ribosomal RNA, protein bridging between the stem or stemlike side and loop-side is frequently observed (14 cases, 50.0%). However, this kind of protein bridging is uncommon in non-canonical RZs. Figure 11 (a) shows 3L and neighboring proteins where L15e (green) interacts with the residues of L3 (magenta) and L4 (brown) and L37e (yellow) interact with the base-paired residues of the 3L stem-side. Interestingly, in order to interact with RZ, the extended residues of the L15e and L4 ribosomal proteins reach deep inside the folded RNA from the RNA surface where the main body of these proteins are located. L3 (and L24) have been identified as "initiator" proteins for 50 S ribosomal subunit assembly. 18 Figure 11(b) shows the hydrogen bonds between 3L residues and an L15e residue, which bridges the RZ stem-side and loop-side. This kind of interaction between protein residues buried deeply inside ribosomal RNA through an extended structure is observed for 8L, 13L, 14L, and 26L in Figure 10 . The sequence logos for 12S from 1316 to 1335 and from 1259 to 1278 calculated using (a) all prokaryotic sequences (16, 277) in the Ribosomal Database Project Release 8.1, (b) only archaeal sequences (1173) and (c) only bacterial sequences (15, 104) . Residues corresponding to the RZ are underlined in bold red. H. marismortui large ribosomal RNA. In all of these cases, the interacting protein bridges between the stem or stem-like side and the loop-side of these RZs. The interaction between these RZs and ribosomal proteins may be an important initial step in the ribosomal subunit folding process. For example, ribosomal protein L37e in the H. marismortui large ribosomal subunit is a small protein and completely buried in the 23 S rRNA structure. This protein interacts with 2L and s2L, bridging the stem-side and loop-side, and the base-paired residues of 3L and 11L inside the large ribosomal subunit. Table 5 ). Exceptions are 9L and 10L where there is no corresponding structural element in the sequence of D. radiodurans and 6L and 23L for which there is no structural information about this sequence in the PDB file (1KPJ). Ten canonical RZs (3L, 8L, 13L, 16L, 17L, 18L, 22L, 25L, 26L, and 28L) in H. marismortui are also found as canonical RZs in D. radiodurans. All of these canonical RZs mediate stem -loop interactions. Loop-side residues of 22L are in an external loop at the end of stem 59 in H. marismortui, however, stem 59 of D. radiodurans is much longer than that of H. marismortui and the loop-side residues corresponding to 22L are in the stem region near the joint of stem 59 to a parent junction loop. The canonical RZ corresponding to 5L is shifted by one base compared to the H. marismortui secondary structure. 11 Two canonical RZs (14L, 27L) in H. marismortui are changed to single-base RZs in D. radiodurans. The loop-side residues of 20L and 21L in D. radiodurans assume different conformations from these RZs in H. marismortui.
The residues of almost all non-canonical RZs in the H. marismortui large ribosomal RNA are conserved in D. radiodurans. There are only three exceptions: s3L has no corresponding structural element; corresponding residues of s1L are located nearby, but are disordered; and the residues corresponding to the loop-side of s12L are not continuous (with one turned out residue between them in D. radiodurans ). Three single base RZs (s8L, s9L, and s10L) are replaced by canonical RZs in D. radiodurans and these RZs mediate stem -loop interactions. Two single base RZs (s7L and s11L) are conserved, two other non-canonical RZs (c1L and n1L) are changed to single base RZs, and a naked RZs n2L is conserved in D. radiodurans. Figure 11 . (a) Tube and ribbon drawings of H. marismortui 23 S rRNA around 3L, where residues included in 3L (magenta) and its base-pair residues on the stem-side (slate) are drawn as sticks, and its neighboring ribosomal proteins L15e, L37e, and L4, which interact with 3L or its base-pair residues on the stem-side. (b) Stick and tube diagrams of 3L and its neighboring residues of L15e, with only the residues used in hydrogen bonding drawn as sticks. Hydrogen bonds are shown as broken blue lines.
The segments corresponding to two interchain RZs in H. marismortui are also observed in D. radiodurans with a similar topology. Hydrogenbonding interactions of inter_n1L in D. radiodurans are conserved in H. marismortui. However, in D. radiodurans, both O2 0 -O2 0 distances between the residues corresponding to inter_1L are beyond the hydrogen-bonding cutoff distance. Nevertheless, the overall conformation of the antiparallel double ribose zipper between Inter_1L and Inter_n1L mediating an internal loop of the 23 S chain and the internal loop E of 5 S rRNA is well conserved in D. radiodurans.
In D. radiodurans large ribosomal RNA, we find nine new RZs (Table 4) , which were not observed in H. marismortui. Stem or stem-like and loop segments corresponding to all new RZs in D. radiodurans were also located spatially near each other in H. marismortui. Backbone conformations of these new RZs are also almost the same between these two species except for 29L, in which the adenosine in the 15 0 position is turned out in H. marismortui. The sequence patterns of new canonical RZs (29L -31L) and one single base RZ (s13L) match the C p /AA pattern and these adenosines form Type I and Type II A-minor motifs in the lower and upper layer, respectively. Almost all these adenosines and their A-minor motifs are conserved in H. marismortui except for those in 29L.
Ribose zippers in other RNAs
We have searched all the RNA entries in the PDB database for RZs. We did not find any previously unreported RZs. Our program finds a previously reported canonical RZ in the hepatitis delta virus ribozyme 19 and two in the group I intron, 4 as well as an intermolecular canonical RZ in the hammerhead ribozyme. 7 In both the hepatitis delta virus ribozyme and the hammerhead ribozyme, the RZs mediate loop -loop interactions with the residue pattern being CC/AA. In the group I intron, both RZs are between loop regions with sequence patterns GC/AA and CU/AA (Figure 1 ). Our program also finds a previously reported canonical ribose zipper in a highly conserved 58-nucleotide domain of Thermotoga maritima 20 or Escherichia coli 21 23 S rRNA 22, 23 in complex with ribosomal protein L11. The sequence pattern in T. maritima is CC/AA and that in E. coli is CU/AA. This ribose zipper corresponds to the canonical RZ 19L (CC/AA) of H. marismortui 23 S rRNA. In D. radiodurans 23 S rRNA this site is missing one backbone -backbone hydrogen bond. This highly conserved domain is called the GTPase-center or GTPase-associated region, 20 which plays a crucial GTPase-related role involving two elongation factors (EF-Tu and EF-G). 24 
Discussion
We have searched the coordinate files of the large and small subunit ribosomal RNAs for ribose zipper tertiary interactions and identified 97 examples: 20 RZs in the small ribosomal subunit of T. thermophilus, 46 RZs in the large ribosomal subunit of H. marismortui and 31 RZs in the large ribosomal subunit of D. radiodurans. The average frequency of occurrence of RZs in H. marismortui (Fig. 2(b) ). c Interacting secondary structure elements mediated by the ribose zipper. In this column, S represent stem, I represents internal loop, E represents external loop, and J represents junction loop.
d Domains where the ribose zipper is located are presented. If the RZ mediates an inter-domain interaction; the two domains are connected by a horizontal bar in the column.
e Residue types and numbers in the H. marismortui sequence corresponding to the residues at s5 0 , s3 0 , 15 0 , and 13 0 of each new RZ entry.
23 S rRNA, the highest resolution structure, is about one RZ for each 63 residues. In T. thermophilus 16 S rRNA and 23 S rRNA from D. radiodurans, the average frequencies are one RZ for each 77 and 93 residues, respectively, likely reflecting the lower resolution of these structures. These frequencies generally agree well with the single RZ found in the 72 residue HDV ribozyme structure and the two RZs found in the 158 residue P4 -P6 domain of the group I intron. On the other hand, we observe RZ formation between sequences separated by as few as three residues (L24).
These 97 examples were categorized into seven classes based on the type and number of ribosebase interactions. All of these are antiparallel backbone interactions and only one is longer than two consecutive residues. We also observe double RZ in both parallel and antiparallel orientations and a single "overlapping" RZ consisting of three consecutive ribose -ribose interactions at the small ribosomal subunit decoding site. Only , 1/3 of the observed RZs bridge between rRNA domains, while the rest are intradomain. An antiparallel double RZ mediates the interchain interaction between 5 S and 23 S rRNA.
The canonical RZ is not only characterized by consecutive ribose -ribose interactions but also by interactions between the minor grooves of base-pairs formed on one side of the RZ (stem or stem-like side) and the bases (often adenosine) on the other side (loop-side). These hydrogen-bonding interactions play an important role in stabilizing the RZs conformation, and are the basis for the observed secondary structure and sequence specificity of ribose zippers. Ribose zippers are predominantly observed as stem -loop interactions. Even when an RZ is apparently found in a loop -loop interaction, most of these have a stem-like structure on one side with several hydrogen bonds between the atoms in the minor groove of the stem-like side and the bases on the other side. The CC/AA pattern RZ is the most common in both small and large subunit ribosomal RNAs. In this pattern, we observed suitable geometry for a minor groove-base hydrogen bond network forming a water-mediated base triple (type II A-minor motif) in the upper layer and a type I A-minor motif in the lower layer. The sequences of the canonical RZ show phylogenetic conservation, suggesting that RZ-mediated tertiary interactions are preserved during evolution.
The sequences of RZs in T. thermophilus 16 S rRNA were highly conserved among prokaryotic 16 S sequences compared to the average conservation of the entire sequence. This suggests that tertiary interactions mediated by these RZs are also conserved in other prokaryotic 16 S rRNA structures. Loop-side residues are more conserved than stem or stem-side residues, implying that the interaction between the minor groove of the stem or stem-like side residues and the base on the loop-side is more important for stabilization of the ribose zipper. Silverman et al. 8 and Doherty et al. 9 have shown that adenosine is the energetically most suitable residue for this minor groove interaction. In the ribose zippers of small and large subunit ribosomal RNAs, adenosine is highly preferred in loop-side residues to form an A-minor motif. There are 33 p p /AA pattern canonical ribose zippers covering 76.7% of the total of 43 canonical RZs found in T. thermophilus 16 S rRNA, and H. marismortui and D. radiodurans large ribosomal subunit RNAs. Other residues are also found in loop-side positions and are conserved in prokaryotic 16 S rRNA sequences, especially if the 13 0 position is not adenosine. When adenosine is replaced by another base at the 13 0 position, more diverse RZ structures are observed.
Our results suggest that the sequence and secondary structure conservation found in ribose zippers can be used for the prediction of tertiary structure of RNA. Given a well-characterized secondary structure and a set of related sequences, candidate RZs can be postulated by searching for CC regions in double helical stems and AA regions in loops that are conserved or show covariation with other possible RZ base-pair triples.
Two-thirds of the ribosomal RNA ribose zippers interact with ribosomal proteins by hydrogen bonding and charge neutralization. These proteins often bridge the backbones of the RNA chain segments stabilizing these important tertiary interactions. Protein-RZ interactions are found among primary binders in ribosomal assembly, in regions critical for ribosome function, and at sites of antibiotic binding and resistance mutations.
Materials and Methods
The coordinates of 16 S rRNA found in the small ribosomal subunit of T. thermophilus were from the PDB file 1J5E determined at 3.0 Å resolution 25 and the coordinates of the large subunit ribosomal RNAs (5 S and 23 S) of H. marismortui at 2.4 Å resolution and D. radiodurans determined at 3.1 Å , were from the PDB files 1JJ2 26 and 1KPJ, respectively. The algorithm used to search for RZs has two steps. The first step is to find all ribose -ribose and ribose -base hydrogen bonds and the second step is to search this hydrogen-bonding list for the specific pattern associated with an RZ. If the distance between hydrogen bond donor and acceptor atoms was less than 3.6 Å for 1JJ2, or 3.8 Å for the lower resolution 1J5E and 1KPJ, these atoms were counted as a hydrogen-bonded pair. As the template for RZs, we searched for two or more consecutive 2 0 -hydroxyl to 2 0 -hydroxyl hydrogen bonds between residues separated in the primary sequence. No restrictions for chain direction or involvement of the bases in the hydrogen bonding between chain segments were used in the search. After all potential RZs were identified, they were classified according to type as discussed below. The program for ribose zipper searches is easily applied to any PDB file and available from the authors and on the Structural Classification of RNA (SCOR) website †.
The sequence conservation for the canonical RZ in 16 S rRNA was analyzed by sequence logos 27 using software developed in-house. We use aligned 16 S prokaryotic sequences from Ribosomal Database Project Release 8.1, 10 which contains 1173 archaeal and 15,104 bacterial 16 S rRNA sequences.
The conformation of RZs was analyzed by use of pseudotorsion angles as defined by Pyle and coworkers. 12 The pseudotorsion angles simplify the six backbone torsions of each nucleotide to two angles, u and h defined by the pseudo-bonds (P n -C4 n ) and (C4 n -P nþ1 ), respectively.
Ribosomal protein interactions with RZs were analyzed by computing the distances between all RNA atoms involved in RZs and all protein atoms as well as water molecules. We accepted potential hydrogen bonds within 3.8 Å and potential hydrophobic interactions between carbon atoms within 4.2 Å . All molecular graphics were drawn with the PyMOL molecular graphics software package. 28 
